
Regulations 

XVI International Orthodox Sretensky Film Festival «Vstrecha» 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 
International Orthodox Sretensky Film Festival «Vstrecha» (further the Festival) is held under 

support of Kaluga diocese of ROC,the Administration of Kaluga region,the Administration of 

Obninsk city,the Russian Ministry of  Culture and the Union of Filmmakers of the Russian 

Federation. 

 

Non-profit partnership « Orthodox Film Festival «Vstrecha» is the official organiser of the 

Festival. 

 

The purpose of the Festival  is to demonstrate the traditional orthodox way of life in modern 

conditions by means of film art. 

The status of the Festival  is International 

The motto of the Festival is «Peace to your house!»  

The objects of the Festival:  

 establishment of the creative platform for experience exchange,skills development and 

religious growth of the experts who wish to work within film industry and orthodox 

culture; 

 organization of meetings of the orthodox film creators with their audience; 

  to help reduce aggression and negativity in society by means of orthodox 

cinematography; 

 replication of positive social experience in modern conditions of  the cultural and 

informational field of the state parties of the Festival; 

 to unite filmmakers of different countries on the base of a single Christian worldview. 

 

The founders of the Festivala 

 Kaliga diocese of ROC 

  The Administration of Kaluga region; 

  The Administration of Obninsk city; 

 Non-profit partnership «Orthodox Film Festival «Vstrecha». 

The Festival is held under support of the Russian Ministry of Culture and the Union of 

Filmmakers of the Russian Federation. 

 

Venue: Obninsk,Kaluga region 

Carrying out time: February 2021. 

 

PARTICIPATION CONDITIONS 
The authors who support the fundamental ideas of the Festival and have a desire to promote 

realization of tasks of this project can participate in the Festival.  

It is necessary to presen t he questionnaire application (the form is applied) to the organising 

committee for participation in the Festival till December 31, 2020 

 

COMPETITIVE REQUIREMENTS 
Competitive movies have to correspond to the main idea of the Festival and develop the religious 

and moral bases of society traditional for Orthodoxy. 

 



Requirements to works: 

The jury takes up short  and full-length movies, television movies of all genres (documentary, 

game, animation, information, advertising, scientific) corresponding to the subject and problems 

of the Festival and created not earlier than 2019 in Russian (or with Russian subtitles), together 

with movie trailers. 

 

The number of films isn't limited. 

Movies must be provided through cloudy storage or on laser disks in the DVD-video format in 

triplicate or MPEG-4. 

Movies sent after December 31,2020 unfortunately will be able to participate only in the 

subsequent  XVII Film Festival «Vstrecha».  

 

The Festival subject movies which are out -of -competition display could be accepted 

irrespective of  creation terms. 

 

CARRYING OUT ORDER 
The competition of movies is held in three rounds: 

The first round  is a selection.It is carried out by members of the organising committee from 

January 1 till January 31,2021.Movies corresponding the idea and the concept of the Festival, 

creation time and also complying necessary technical requirements on quality of the image and a 

sound,will be selected. 

The second round   is selection of works for the film festival nominations.It is held by 

professional jury from February 1till February 8,2021. 

The third round  is  carried out by professional jury at open viewing during the days of holding 

Sretensky Festival with the assistance of the audience,guests and members of the media. 

 

Modalities for the Festival may be changed resulting from the force majeure! 

THE JURY 
For assessment of competitive works the professional jury is created which consists of part 

representatives of clergy, film directors, film writers, film experts, sociologists, writers, 

journalists and public figures. 

 

EVALUATION CRITERIA        
• Compliance to the purposes and problems of a film festival. 

• Art and technological level. 

• Depth of educational and religious influence. 

 

REWARDING OF WINNERS 
The Film Festival Grand Prix is the «Crystal Globe». 

The crystal icon «The Meeting of the Lord» and a honorary diploma is for the winners in the 

nomination «The Best Fiction Film », «The Best Documentary», «The Best Animation Movie». 

Our special memorable souvenirs will be given to the winners in other nominations. 

The Audience Choice Award. 

The prize from colleague to colleague. 

The prize from the President of the Festival. 

In coordination with the organizing committee public organizations, the entities,legal entities 

have the right to establish special prizes. 



FESTIVAL NOMINATIONS 
1. Nomination for "The Best Fiction Film about an Orthodox Way of Life" 

2. Nomination for "The Best Foreign Film with spiritual and moral theme’’ 

3. Nomination for "The Best Documentary about an Image of the Modern Christian" 

4. Nomination for "The Best Animation Movie about Christian Values" 

5. Nomination for "The Best Scientific Film" 

6. Nomination for "The Best Television Movie about Mercy" 

7. Nomination for "The Best Advertising Movie about  Social Healthy Lifestyle" 

8. Nomination for "The Best Movie about Preservation of the Environment" 

9. Nomination for " Opening the Hero of our Time" 

10. Nomination for "The Best Debut" 

11. Nomination for "The Best Actress" 

12. Nomination for "The Best Actor" 

13. Nomination for "The best children's role" 

 

FINANCING 
All traveling expenses to Moscow are at the expense of the directing organizations.The 

organizing committee undertakes cultural and educational leisure, food and accommodation of 

the participants who got to the I selection round and received the special invitation. 

The registration fee is 2000 rubles 

 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
Films containing information prohibited by Russian legislation or having profane language,as 

long as films which don't have rental licences on the basis of subparagraphs "b" -"g" of 18th 

paragraph of the Rules for the issuance, refusal to grant  and a revocation of a licence approved 

by Resolution of the RF Government of 27 February, 2016 #143 " The Law on Approving the 

Rules for the issuance, refusal to grant and a revocation of a film licence and the Rules for 

Maintaining the State Register of films,as well as movies which licences have been withdrawn 

under the subparagraph #20 of the above-mentioned Act,will not be included in the Festival 

programme. 

  

OUR DETAILS 
«Orthodox Film Festival « Vstrecha» 

249038, Obninsk Kaluga Region, 

5A Lyubogo Street 

Tel.: +7 919 034 03 77 

 

Purpose of Payment : Non-profit partnership  

«Orthodox Film Festival«Vstrecha» 

ITN/IEC 4025409346/40250100 

PSRN 1064000022206 

OKTMO 29715000 

Current account 40703810100350022555 

Corr. Account 30101810245250000175 

BIC 044525175 

Moscow branch #2 Public Joint-Stock 

Company «Bank Otkritie Financial Corporation Moscow 

 



QUESTIONNAIRE of the PARTICIPANT of 
XVI  International Sretensky Orthodox Film Festival «Vstrecha» 
 

1.Name of the movie. 

2.Year of release . 

3.Duration(minutes) 

4.Country. 

5.Genre (game, documentary, animation, television, the commercial ) 

6.Director (names of creative team participants must be specified completely) 

Address, phone, fax, e-mail. 

7.Screenwriter. 

8.Operator . 

9.Cast  

10.Production (manufacturing company)  

11.Rights to implementation (specify the rights holder) 

12.Consent to use the film materials sent by you 

in noncommercial (educational) purposes. 

13.The movie will present: producer / director / actor 

(name, surname) 

14.Short summary of the movie. 

15.Filmography (year, name of the movie)  

Date 

Signature 

 

 

Movies on the physical medium should be provided on the means of  the sender.Works which aren't 

selected for a competition can be received in the organizing committee of the Festival. Works selected for 

the competition cannot be returned. 

 

 

Attention! 
 

Providing video copies in archival fund of the Film Festival «Vstrecha»  is an indispensable 

condition of participation in a film forum. 

 

The photo of the director and frames from the movie must be sent to the organizing committee of 

a film forum together with the questionnaire by e-mail. 

 

In the absence of these materials information on the movie won't be included in the catalog of a 

festival. 

 

 

Address of the organizing committee: 

249038, Obninsk, Kaluga region, Lyubogo Str., 5A, DPTs "Belief, Hope, Love" 

e-mail: vstrecha@bk.ru 


